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From your brain of Celebrity Hairstylist Keshia Webb, may be the chromatic seven short stories, chronicling the
relationships she's formed with her clientele over a twenty-year span.com and www. Keshia takes us along the journey
as she gives us a vivid peek into her lifestyle as a stylist.imcussin. Keshia, who has been a trailblazer in the locks
industry, is now using her creative genius to captivate audiences both you and aged. Whether it’s the corporate boss
chick or the Dirty Grandma, any female who’s ever visited a salon can relate! I’m Cussin guarantees you’re truly set for a
ride! To learn more, visit www.salonblow. I’m Cussin may be the debut of the tell-all series, which leaves its readers in
awe for more salon secrets. The stories, told as raw and they were resided, are guaranteed to keep her readers laughing,
crying and connected to the women in the publication.com.
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Get 'em, Keshia! I haven't read a inform all in a long time. I literally read everything at once. The customers in this
publication have a LOT of nerve. Nevertheless, the writer handles them gracefully, cuts ties and starts CUSSIN'! It was
infuriating, sad and funny all simultaneously. I'm actually excited to see what other books she has coming. This book is a
definite page turner. Webb's fearless design has motivated me with her honest method of storytelling.! This book had
me laughing all the way to the end!! It is the kind you don't want to place down.! Five Stars Loved it!!.!@@ Keshia Webb
delivers the scoop !! Webb delivers humor, one-liners and humanity in this assortment of short stories. Ms. YESSS! As a
fellow author I could honestly say Ms. I'm pleased this one didn't disappoint! Loved the read through and through ! it
was funny and entertaining to get a peek at the life .! #YourNumberOneFan ? Where is Part 2 Wow I can't wait for this
author to create a part 2 I need to know more stories like these up to now I've browse I'm Cussin 3 times ? You will
definitely want to share this book together with your girlfriends! it was funny and entertaining to obtain a peek at the
life span of a Super Stylist and all of the juicy bits that getting fabulous entails. I flew through the webpages and wanted
even more KEISHA! I can't wait for the next one! I REALLY LIKE Love LOVE this book I Love Love LOVE this publication!!
The stories are hilarious but so real! Five Stars Good funny ready Great read! Im so looking forward to another series
because i KNOW she has a lot more stories to inform! Great read!! While there are plenty of laugh-out-loud moments,
there are also some very genuine, compelling passages.!.
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